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@happy_zombie Mask Pattern terms of use:
Make for family, friends, and community as gifts.
If you’ve been financially impacted and are sufferging
a financial hardship due to COVID-19 - please feel free
to sell your masks to earn some much needed income.
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If your finances have not been impacted by COVID-19,
please consider selling your masks and donating your
sales to your local foodbank if people insist on paying you.
UGH, I hate that I have to include this:
Please visit cdc.gov for homemade mask guidelines.
All rights reserved ©2020 Monica Solorio-Snow
This is a free pattern for personal and charitable
use and is available at instagram/happy_zombie.
This pattern is not intended for wholesale or retail sales.
MASK (Height x Width)
CUT 1) 7½” x 10½” quilters cotton fabric
CUT 1) 7½” x 10½” quilters cotton or cotton flanel
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Optional:
CUT 1) 7½” x 10½” interior “filter” fabric layer
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EAR STRAPS
CUT 4) 7” x ¾” t-shirt *yarn*/knit fabric
(craftpassion.com/recycle-tutorial-making-of-t-shirt-yarn)
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Step 1
Fold fabric on width, RST. Place the
pattern lined up on the fold. Cut on the
top, unfolded side, and bottom. Repeat
for liner piece (and interior “filter” fabric
layer if using).
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All seams ¼”
RST = Right Sides Together (the “pretty” sides)
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Step 2
Stitch closed each of the nose
and chin darts on each layer of fabric.

Step 3
Layer the mask and liner RST (and
interior fabric if using), sandwiching the
ear straps between the layers. Pin in
place and stitch around mask leaving an
opening for turning.

Step 4
Turn inside out, press. Make optional cheek tucks and pin
in place. Top-stitch around entire mask’s edge to finish the
mask. The top-stitching will close the turning opening as
well as complete the cheek tucks. Knot ear strap ends on
each side of the mask at desired length to make ear-loops.
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at 100% scale.
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@happy_zombie Mask Pattern terms of use:
Make for family, friends, and community as gifts.
If you’ve been financially impacted and are sufferging
a financial hardship due to COVID-19 - please feel free
to sell your masks to earn some much needed income.
If your finances have not been impacted by COVID-19,
please consider selling your masks and donating your
sales to your local foodbank if people insist on paying you.
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UGH, I hate that I have to include this:
Please visit cdc.gov for homemade mask guidelines.
All rights reserved ©2020 Monica Solorio-Snow
This is a free pattern for personal and charitable
use and is available at instagram/happy_zombie.
This pattern is not intended for wholesale or retail sales.
MASK (Height x Width)
CUT 1) 7” x 10” quilters cotton fabric
CUT 1) 7” x 10” quilters cotton or cotton flanel
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Optional:
CUT 1) 7” x 10” interior “filter” fabric layer

IN

EAR STRAPS
CUT 4) 7” x ¾” t-shirt *yarn*/knit fabric
(craftpassion.com/recycle-tutorial-making-of-t-shirt-yarn)
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Step 1
Fold fabric on width, RST. Place the
pattern lined up on the fold. Cut on the
top, unfolded side, and bottom. Repeat
for liner piece (and interior “filter” fabric
layer if using).
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All seams ¼”
RST = Right Sides Together (the “pretty” sides)
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Step 2
Stitch closed each of the nose
and chin darts on each layer of fabric.

Step 3
Layer the mask and liner RST (and
interior fabric if using), sandwiching the
ear straps between the layers. Pin in
place and stitch around mask leaving an
opening for turning.

Step 4
Turn inside out, press. Make optional cheek tucks and pin
in place. Top-stitch around entire mask’s edge to finish the
mask. The top-stitching will close the turning opening as
well as complete the cheek tucks. Knot ear strap ends on
each side of the mask at desired length to make ear-loops.

Square will measure
at 1” when printed
at 100% scale.
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@happy_zombie Mask Pattern terms of use:
Make for family, friends, and community as gifts.
If you’ve been financially impacted and are sufferging
a financial hardship due to COVID-19 - please feel free
to sell your masks to earn some much needed income.
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MASK (Height x Width)
CUT 1) 6¾” x 9½” quilters cotton fabric
CUT 1) 6¾” x 9½” quilters cotton or cotton flanel
Optional:
CUT 1) 6¾” x 9½” interior “filter” fabric layer
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UGH, I hate that I have to include this:
Please visit cdc.gov for homemade mask guidelines.
All rights reserved ©2020 Monica Solorio-Snow
This is a free pattern for personal and charitable
use and is available at instagram/happy_zombie.
This pattern is not intended for wholesale or retail sales.
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If your finances have not been impacted by COVID-19,
please consider selling your masks and donating your
sales to your local foodbank if people insist on paying you.

EAR STRAPS
CUT 4) 7” x ¾” t-shirt *yarn*/knit fabric
(craftpassion.com/recycle-tutorial-making-of-t-shirt-yarn)
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Step 1
Fold fabric on width, RST. Place the
pattern lined up on the fold. Cut on the
top, unfolded side, and bottom. Repeat
for liner piece (and interior “filter” fabric
layer if using).
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All seams ¼”
RST = Right Sides Together (the “pretty” sides)
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Step 2
Stitch closed each of the nose
and chin darts on each layer of fabric.

Step 3
Layer the mask and liner RST (and
interior fabric if using), sandwiching the
ear straps between the layers. Pin in
place and stitch around mask leaving an
opening for turning.

Step 4
Turn inside out, press. Make optional cheek tucks and pin
in place. Top-stitch around entire mask’s edge to finish the
mask. The top-stitching will close the turning opening as
well as complete the cheek tucks. Knot ear strap ends on
each side of the mask at desired length to make ear-loops.

